
XeroWaste Solutions specializes in helping multi-unit residential buildings and business stratas achieve zero 
waste while saving money. The company rents electric dumpster tugs and tote trailers to reduce a buildings' 
carbon footprint.

XeroWaste needed a solution for managing the equipment availability and rental processes for one of their 
companies.  Michael Solkshinitz was interested in a fully integrated financial and rental solution with the prom-
ise of easy roll-out and full integration to the Microsoft Office 365 product suite.  Michael came across Open 
Door Technology's Dynamics 365 rental product through searching the internet and, after contacting Open Door 
Technology to express his interest, began planning for the roll-out of both Dynamics 365 and the ODT Rental 
365 app at XeroWaste. 

Typically, for a new Dynamics 365 Business Central customer, Open Door Technology reviews the business re-
quirements and determine the best approach to deliver the required solution for a budget that makes sense.  In 
Michael’s case, he displayed such an intimate grasp of what it would take to implement a new system that with 
the help of a couple of calls and email exchanges with the sales department at Open Door Technology, he was 
able to implement the software for no service cost.  It is likely Open Door Technology may never find another 
customer with the same capability as Michael but both Dynamics 365 Business Central and the ODT Rental 365 
app continue to evolve, with the hope most customers may obtain the solution for less than $10,000 installed, 
regardless of their level of requirements.

Dynamics 365 Business Central brings a new value proposition to the marketplace and, even as an early adopt-
er, Michael has proved that Microsoft’s vision of a powerful, flexible solution capable of rapid and low cost 
implementation is not just a pipe dream.

For more information on XeroWaste Solutions, check out: xerowaste.ca

For information on Open Door Technology, its Rental 365 app, or how you too can sign up for your own low 
cost, rapid implementation of Dynamics 365 Business Central, check out: opendoorerp.com   
or opendoorerp.com/dynamics-365-launch-offer-with-open-door-technology
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